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THE CROCODILE COLLECTION 

 
CONFORTI was founded in 1912 and is the leading Italian company in professional security. Always very 
responsive to the market demand, CONFORTI looks for innovation and quality excellence also through 
aesthetics. The result is the luxury brand EXCUSIVE SAFES, which represents the top quality Italian style. 
 
Created for 100 years of Conforti business activity, the luxury brand EXCUSIVE SAFES proposes highly 
prestigious safes. EXCUSIVE SAFES is the Made in Italy of excellence, for the custody of goods and valuables, 
addressed to a niche of extremely demanding consumers who in addition to security look for exclusivity in 
design and for a high symbolic value. 
 
Conforti is a collector of high professionalism whose craft skills, applied to the most advanced technologies, 
lead to the realization of first class products. 
The EXCLUSIVE SAFES are real artworks and highly personalized objects: the wide choice, the infinite range 
of fine materials, the locking systems and the interiors are finalized to the specific customer’s requests. The 
client becomes the buyer of a masterpiece forged and adapted to its most special needs. Each EXCLUSIVE 
SAFE is therefore unique and unrepeatable. 
The EXCUSIVE SAFES latest model has a crocodile leather cover with the interior in maple root. The safe is 
equipped with drawers of various sizes for storing jewelry and valuables, and with nine watch winders for 
the custody and the automatic loading of mechanical watches. 
For more information: www.exclusivesafes.net 
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Conforti operates in the security field since 1912.  It manufactures security products and integrated control systems for 
the private and the trade market, and well as for the bank and the high-risk professional market. 
Research, innovation, aesthetics, safety, qualitative and technological excellence are Conforti’s core values. The 
company's mission is the pursuing of excellence through experience and research, thanks to the dedication and pride 
that all employees, management and property have always demonstrated and promoted from generation to generation 
since 1912. 

http://www.exclusivesafes.net/

